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Abstract. The plasma response from an external n = 2 magnetic perturbation
field in ASDEX Upgrade has been measured using mainly electron cyclotron emission
(ECE) diagnostics and a rigid rotating field. To interpret ECE and ECE-imaging
(ECE-I) measurements accurately, forward modeling of the radiation transport has
been combined with ray tracing. The measured data is compared to synthetic ECE
data generated from a 3D ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equilibrium calculated
by VMEC.

The measured amplitudes of the helical displacement in the midplane are in
reasonable agreement with the one from the synthetic VMEC diagnostics. Both
exceed the vacuum field calculations and indicate the presence of an amplified kink
response at the edge. Although the calculated magnetic structure of this edge kink
peaks at poloidal mode numbers larger than the resonant components |m| > |nq|, the
displacement measured by ECE-I is almost resonant |m| ⇠ |nq|. This is expected from
ideal MHD in the proximity of rational surfaces. VMEC and MARS-F calculations
reproduce this experimental observation. The calculated poloidal mode structures of
the displacement are, therefore, in good agreement with ECE-I measurements.

‡ matthias.willensdorfer@ipp.mpg.de
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1. Introduction

The usage of non-axisymmetric external magnetic perturbation (MP) fields is one

method, among others, to suppress edge localized modes (ELMs) [1] or to mitigate

ELMs [2]. It is utilized in several devices like ASDEX Upgrade [3], DIII-D [4], EAST [5],

JET [2], KSTAR [6], MAST [7]. These experiments have shown that ELM mitigation

and ELM suppression are achievable over a wide range of collisionalities ⌫?.

At ASDEX Upgrade ELM mitigation using external MPs has been achieved at

high plasma densities (n
edge

/n
GW

> 0.65 corresponding to ⌫? > 1.2)[3, 8] and, more

recently, also at low pedestal collisionality ⌫? (⌫? < 0.4) [8, 9]. Although large type-I

ELMs disappear, small ELMs with frequencies up to 1 kHz remain in both ⌫? windows.

This is di↵erent to DIII-D experiments, where ELM suppression with quiescent divertor

signals has been achieved. Since the type of the remaining ELMs during the MP phase,

especially at low ⌫?, is unclear, we refer to this suppression of large type-I ELM as ELM

mitigation.

The low ⌫? ELM mitigation is accompanied with a decrease of density, the so-

called density pump-out [10]. This is also in-line with ELM mitigation experiments in

other devices. Density pump-out is observed for ELM suppression in DIII-D indicating

a similar underlying physical mechanism for the increased particle transport. More

comprehensive experimental studies in ASDEX Upgrade [8, 9], DIII-D [11] and MAST [7]

indicate that the degree of ELM mitigation depends on the poloidal spectrum of the

applied magnetic perturbation. Moreover, the optimum applied poloidal spectrum

for ELM mitigation does not show a maximum of the pitch-aligned magnetic field

component. Instead, it is aligned with the mode at the edge that is most strongly

amplified by the plasma [7, 11], as calculated with magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)

response models like MARS-F [12], JOREK [13] and VMEC [14]. These MHD

calculations also suggest that this plasma response is a composition of pressure-driven

kink modes and a current driven response referred as the low-n peeling response,

which can couple to resonant components [15, 16]. Their individual contributions vary

with applied poloidal spectrum of the external magnetic perturbation. Their poloidal

mode structures are dominated by poloidal mode numbers m larger than the resonant

components |m| > |nq|. The kink mode is located around the low field side (LFS)

midplane [17, 18], whereas the peeling response is predicted to peak around the X-Point

and the top of the plasma [19, 20]. Further experimental investigations indicate that

this X-point peeling response, rather than the kink mode at the LFS, causes the ELM

mitigation and the density pump-out [7, 9, 11].

The kink response can amplify the external magnetic perturbation, which results

in a pronounced non-axisymmetric flux surface displacement at the LFS [21]. Although

the kink response seems to play a minor role in ELM mitigation, the e↵ect of this

distortion on ELM stability is not completely clear. Moreover, this distortion can also

lead to unwanted e↵ects of the position control system on the plasma like unintended

movements of the plasma [22]. Hence, it is important to measure it and to compare it
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to MHD codes.

In this paper, we describe a method to measure the non-axisymmetric flux surface

distortion using toroidally localized electron cyclotron emission (ECE) measurements

and rigid rotating n = 2 MP-field. A similar method has already been used in Refs. [23,

24] to compare the kink response of DIII-D plasmas with IPEC calculations [25]. We

extend this method using the electron cyclotron forward modeling from Ref. [26] and

additional ray tracing, which provide the accuracy needed to study the kink response at

the edge. To allow comparisons with the 3D ideal MHD equilibrium calculations from

VMEC [27], we developed synthetic VMEC diagnostics. In case of the synthetic ECE

data, we combined the forward modeling and the 3D equilibrium from VMEC.

The amplitude of the plasma surface distortion and the poloidal mode structure are

quantitatively compared. Additional profile diagnostics like the lithium beam (LIB) and

charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) as well as MARS-F calculations

complement the comparison.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the measurement principle,

the experimental setup, the magnetic perturbation coil setup and the diagnostic tools

with focus on ECE diagnostics. The forward modeling of the ECE systems is presented

in Section 3. The VMEC calculations and the implementation of synthetic diagnostics

are explained in Section 4. Section 5 and 6 present the comparison of the amplitude

and of the poloidal mode spectrum, respectively. Conclusions and a summary are given

in Section 7.
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2. Experimental setup
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Figure 1. Cartoon of measuring the plasma displacement using rigid rotation of the
MP field. External saddle coils produce magnetic perturbations of the vacuum field
(left), which results in a perturbation of the flux surfaces (middle). A rotation of this
external field results in a rotation of the displacement, which can be measured by an
imaging system (right, top) or profile diagnostics (right, bottom). The rotation in the
direction of positive toroidal angle � is indicated by arrows.

The measurement principle is based on external saddle coils, which produce non-

axisymmetric MPs in the vacuum field. The result is a more or less field aligned non-

axisymmetric distortion of the flux surfaces. The main idea is that a rotation of this

external MP-field leads to a rotation of the displacement (illustrated in Figure 1). This

rotating distortion is then measured by profile and/or imaging diagnostics [18]. In profile

diagnostics, the rotating distortion should appear as radially varying displacement and

their high spatial resolution can be used to accurately measure the amplitude of the

distortion [28, 29]. From the imaging diagnostics, we can gain information about the

alignment of the distortion by inspecting the poloidal phase of the plasma response as a

function of the continually varied toroidal phase of the applied magnetic perturbation.

The present experiment was made with the toroidal magnetic field and plasma current

pointing in opposite directions, hence negative safety factor q. Consequently, an imaging

system should detect a poloidally downward propagating structure, if the rotation is in

positive toroidal direction (counterclockwise in the cartoon). The rotation directions

are indicated by arrows in Fig. 1.

In this paper, we focus on ECE diagnostics for profile and imaging measurements.

They are ideal to track changes of the flux surfaces, since they are able to deliver

electron temperature (T e) with high temporal resolution. Due to the very large electron

heat di↵usivity along the magnetic field, T e is essentially constant on flux surfaces.
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2.1. MP-coils and edge diagnostics

ASDEX Upgrade is equipped with 16 MP-coils, which are arranged in two poloidally

separated rows and each has eight toroidally equidistant coils [30] (shown in figure 2).

This allows us to apply an MP field with a toroidal mode number n of 1, 2 and 4. A

newly installed power supply system enables us to rotate the MP field of the two coil

sets separately [31]. Thus, it is possible to employ either a di↵erential rotation (sets in

di↵erent direction) or a rigid rotation (both sets in same direction) with n = 1, 2 with

frequencies up to several 100 Hz [31]. Because of the passive stabilization loop (PSL)

conductors in ASDEX Upgrade, fast rotating fields are attenuated and delayed by image

currents [32]. To avoid significant attenuation, we applied a low frequency of 0.5 Hz

for the n = 2 rigid rotation in even parity configuration. The resulting attenuation is

not more than 10%. Even parity configuration means that the di↵erential phase angle

between the field of the upper and lower coil ��ul is 0� [33]. Since there are 8 saddle

coils in each row, the toroidal mode spectrum of the applied vacuum fields exhibits a

dominant n = 2 and weak n = 6, 10, 14, . . . components but no other additional side

bands. The intrinsic error field for n = 2 is assumed to be small, because: First, no

global density perturbation have been observed during n = 2 rigid rotation Second,

dedicated measurements of the n = 1 error field also indicates a small n = 2 component

(no ellipse in Fig. 4 in Ref. [34]).

Figure 2. Overview of the used diagnostics and the MP-coils using (a) poloidal and
(b) toroidal cut. Color scaling of the MP-coils indicate an n = 2 perturbation.

To obtain the edge displacement accurately, several high resolution edge diagnostics

are in use. Figure 2 shows the poloidal (2(a)) and toroidal (2(b)) positions of CXRS

[35], LIB [36, 37], ECE and ECE-imaging (ECE-I), which measure ion temperature (T i),

electron density (ne) and T e, respectively. Additionally, the magnetic probes used for

equilibrium reconstruction and plasma position control are shown.

In this paper, we mainly analyze ECE measurements to track changes in the

magnetic structure. To obtain reliable edge profiles of T e from ECE, it is necessary
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to forward model the electron cyclotron radiation transport [26]. The 1D-profile ECE

diagnostic (blue circles in Fig. 2) uses a heterodyne radiometer with 60 channels and

a sampling rate of 1 MHz. At the standard magnetic toroidal field configuration of

BT ⇠ �2.5 T, 36 channels cover the edge region with a spatial resolution of about

5 mm. This spatial resolution is set by the frequency spacing between the channels, the

intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth of 300 MHz of each channel and the additional

broadening due to electron cyclotron radiation transport e↵ects like Doppler broadening.

The remaining 24 channels are used to measure the core using a frequency spacing of

⇠ 1 GHz and an IF bandwidth (f IF) 600 MHz resulting in a spatial resolution of about

12 mm. The 1D-profile ECE system is calibrated absolutely [38, 39], whereas the ECE-I

system relies on a cross calibration.

The used ECE-I system has 128 channels with a temporal resolution of 200 kHz [40]

and was configured to cover the plasma edge. It has 16 rows with a vertical spacing

of ⇠ 25 mm and 8 channels in each row. The frequency spacing is 800 MHz, whereas

f IF is 700 MHz. The resulting radial spatial resolution is around 15 mm at the edge.

The advantage of ECE-I is that the vertical distribution of the channels allows us to

resolve poloidal structures. Because of a recent extension to a quasi 3D system [41], the

toroidal angle between the geometrical lines of sight (LOS) of the ECE-I system and

the toroidal field is oblique. This complicates the interpretation of the ECE-I system

and it is necessary to forward model the ECE-I. This is treated in detail in section 3.

Measuring the 3D displacement using toroidally localized diagnostics and a rigid

rotating field is based on two assumptions: First, the measured plasma parameters are

constant on the perturbed flux surfaces and second, global plasma parameters, like core

temperature and density, do not change significantly during the rigid rotation. The

validity of both assumptions is justified in the following section.

2.2. Discharge

The presented experiment at ASDEX Upgrade was done at a plasma current of

I
P

= 800 kA and a toroidal field of BT = �2.5 T (direction of BT is clockwise).

In this configuration, the direction of the ion rB drift is towards the X-point and

the edge safety factor amounts to q95 ⇠ �5.2. Figure 3 shows the time traces of

global plasma parameters during the application of the MP coils. The rotation was

performed with a frequency of 0.5 Hz indicated by the MP coil current (Fig. 3(a)). Two

periods in positive toroidal direction were performed and in-between the neutral beam

injection (NBI) power was stepped from 5 to 7.5 MW. Within one NBI step, the density

and temperature do not vary more than 6% in the core (Fig. 3(b,c)). The normalized

beta �
N

amounts to ⇠ 1.7 and ⇠ 2 in the second NBI power step. The application of

this MP coil configuration does not significantly a↵ect the ELM behavior as seen in the

divertor current (Fig. 3(f)). ELM mitigation is not expected for these parameters with

an even parity configuration (��ul ⇠ 0�). The optimum phase angle for ELM mitigation

for this high BT and high q case scenario is, according to MARS-F [12] calculations,
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��ul ⇠ �90� (Fig. 11 in Ref. [20]).

Figure 3. Discharge overview, (a) coil current for the MP coils indicating the rigid
rotation, (b) heating power, (c) core electron temperature, (d) line integrated density
of core and edge chords, (e) normalized beta �

N

and (f) divertor current. The rigid
rotation does not alter global plasma parameters.

It is clearly seen in Figure 3 that core densities and temperatures do not change

significantly during the rigid rotation (less than 6%). This confirms the assumption of

constant global plasma parameters. The time traces of Figure 3 also suggests that the

first assumption of constant measured plasma parameters on perturbed flux surfaces in

the pedestal region is fulfilled. The breaking up of flux surfaces due to stochastization

in the bulk of the pedestal would result in a significant decrease of the temperature

and density gradients in the pedestal and, consequently, also of core temperatures and

density. Since there is no pronounced drop of these parameters during the switching on

of the MP field, a stochastization of the entire gradient region can be ruled out. Strike

point splitting [42] is observed and indicates a break in axisymmetry. But there is no

hint for stochastization within the edge region. Moreover, we can also assume that ideal

MHD is applicable in this case, which is discussed in section 4.2.

2.3. Edge measurements during rigid rotation

Although core ne, T e and T i values are almost constant in time, every edge diagnostic

observes a radial position shift due to the rigid rotation of the MP field. Time traces

from ECE, ECE-I, LIB and edge CXRS in Fig. 4 show a clear modulation due to the

radial shift. To visualize the modulation, we use only data from pre-ELM time points.

The di↵erences between raw data and ELM synchronized data using ECE measurements
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are shown in Figure 4(b).

Figure 4. Edge measurements during the rigid rotation: (a) coil current of the MP
coils indicating the rigid rotation, (b) one edge ECE channel with and without ELM
synchronization, (c) ELM synchronized ECE-I channels, (d) edge LIB and CXRS. The
edge perturbation is seen in each edge diagnostic.

To demonstrate that the MP field perturbs the entire edge profile, Figure 5 shows

one edge ne profile before the MP onset and two profiles at di↵erent toroidal phases

during the rigid rotation. These edge profiles exhibit a significant change in the real

space gradients, whereas pedestal top values remain nearly the same for all three cases.

This indicates that the MP field induces flux surface expansions and compressions, which

depend on the toroidal phase.

In addition to the toroidal symmetry breaking, the MP-field also adds poloidal

structures. This is expected from various plasma response calculations [43] and is

observed by the ECE-I system. Figure 6(a) shows the mean radiation temperature

during the rigid rotation using the cold resonance positions for the mapping (details in

Section 3). The solid line indicates the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and the dashed

line a flux surface within the pedestal region at a normalized poloidal flux of ⇢pol ⇠ 0.972

(The used definition of ⇢pol is in Ref. [44]). ELM synchronized time traces of channels

along this flux surface and a least square (LSQ) fit of a sine function including their

higher harmonics are shown in Figures 6(b). The modulation is observed in each of

these channels. Furthermore, this modulation is propagating downwards as expected

from a MP-field rotation in positive toroidal direction (see Fig. 1 for illustration).

ECE-I measurements during the rigid rotation contain valuable information about

the flux surface displacement. The perturbation is usually characterized using the

Fourier decomposition of its normal component ⇠r = ⇠a ei(m⇥?�n�), where ⇠
a

is the
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Figure 5. Edge n
e

profiles from the LIB diagnostic versus R relative to the
axisymmetric separatrix. The edge gradients in real space are changing suggesting
a flux surface expansion and compression during the rotation.

Figure 6. (a) The color code shows the mean of radiation temperature < T
rad

>
throughout the rigid rotation (t ⇠ 2.2 � 4.4 s) using the cold resonance positions of
the ECE-I channels (crosses). Circles indicate channels close to a flux surface in the
pedestal ⇢

pol

⇠ 0.972. The lines indicate a flux surface in the pedestal ⇢
pol

⇠ 0.972
(dashed) and the last closed flux surface (solid). (b) Time traces of T

rad

and their
corresponding LSQ fit from channels marked as circles in (a). The modulation is
propagating downwards.

amplitude, n the toroidal mode number, � the toroidal angle, m the poloidal mode

number and ⇥? the straight field line angle. ⇠r directly measures the displacement

between the axisymmetric and 3D surface [14]. Because of its poloidally and radially

localized channels, the ECE-I diagnostic is able to resolve the poloidal mode numbersm.

One can obtain m using m = �⇥?

��

, where �� and �⇥? are the toroidal phase increment
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and the corresponding straight field line angle di↵erence between the various ECE-I

channels. Therefore, the determination of m depends strongly on the accuracy of the

calculated straight field line angle. Because of the high shear in the pedestal region, the

calculation of ⇥? is very sensitive to the used flux surface. The correct positions and the

corresponding flux surfaces of the ECE-I channels are therefore essential to determine

the poloidal mode structure accurately. To provide accurate measurement positions of

the ECE-I channels, we applied forward modeling of the radiation transport, which is

described in the next section.
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3. Interpretation of ECE

The ECE-I diagnostic was extended to allow quasi 3D measurements using a second

ECE-I system, which was not in use at the time of this experiment [41]. Because of the

new requirements, it was necessary to change the LOS geometry. This increased the

toroidal inclination angle 6 between the LOS and the normal to flux surface or rather the

toroidal magnetic field. Therefore, the LOS are oblique and not perpendicular anymore.

This additional angle enhances the Doppler shift of the observed ECE intensities and

their origin can significantly di↵er from the cold resonance position. This section

describes the determination of the position of the observed ECE intensity needed for the

ECE-I system. This analysis was done for a time-point prior to the MP onset, hence,

axisymmetry is assumed.

3.1. Definition of the ’warm’ resonance position

T e is routinely determined from the radiation temperature (T rad) of the 1D ECE

measurements using a forward model within the framework of integrated data analysis

(IDA)(details in [26, 45]). The T e profile is varied until the most likely match between

measured and estimated ECE intensity within the Bayesian analysis is found. The ECE

intensity is calculated by solving the radiation transport equation along the LOS [26]

of the ECE diagnostic for given T e and ne profiles. Because we are mainly interested

in the origin of the observed intensity, we only use the module of IDA, which solves

the radiation transport equation. For this purpose, T
e

and n
e

profiles from routine IDA

evaluation serve as input [44].

To account for additional refraction, we extended the modeling by ray tracing [46],

which is found to be in good agreement with the TORBEAM code [47]. The ray tracing

code calculates the ray path of each channel until the ray hits the wall [46]. Then, the

radiation transport equation is solved along the ray path starting from the end of the ray

towards the diagnostic antenna. The combination of forward modeling and ray tracing

allows us to determine exactly the origin of the observed intensity. The distribution of

the observed intensity (D
!

) [45] is the normalized product of the emissivity j
w

(s) and

the transmittance T
!

(s) along the ray path coordinate s:

D
!

(s) =
j
w

(s) T
!

(s)R
j
w

(s) T
!

(s)ds
(1)

Figure 7 illustrates the calculated emissivity, transmittance (Ref. [45]) and the resulting

D
!

for one 1D-ECE channel in the pedestal region. Although we neglect the IF

bandwidth, the calculated D
!

is relatively broad, which is attributed to the Doppler

and the relativistic broadening.

To have a single quantity as an approximation for the measurement position of a

single ECE channel, we use the maximum of D
!

labelled as ’warm’ resonance position

[48] (shown in Fig. 7). The ’warm’ resonance position can di↵er from the cold resonance

position indicated by the vertical lines in Figure 7(b). This discrepancy originates from
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Doppler e↵ects due to an oblique LOS of 6 ⇠ 8.6�. Although the toroidal inclination

angle of the profile ECE system amounts to only ⇠ 4� and almost no poloidal inclination

angle, additional refraction by the plasma leads to an even larger angle at the cold

resonance position. As a result, the Doppler shift becomes more important, especially,

in the case of the ECE-I system.

Figure 7. (a) emissivity j
!

and the transmittance T
!

are shown along the ray path
mapped on ⇢

pol

. (b) The distribution of the observed intensity (D
!

) and its maximum,
the ’warm’ resonance position is indicated by a vertical dotted line. In both frames,
the used T

e

profile (solid, black) and the cold resonance position (vertical dashed) are
shown.

3.2. Forward modeling of the ECE-I data

Because of a toroidal inclination angle at launch of 6 ⇠ 7.2� and additional poloidal

angles, the Doppler shift influences the ECE-I even more than for the profile ECE

system. Fig 8(a) and (b) show a comparison between the D
!

of one 1D-ECE channel

and one from the ECE-I system at similar (R, z) cold resonance positions. For the shown

ECE-I channel, refraction causes an angle of ⇠ 17.7�. This leads to a significant broader

D
!

and to an even larger shift between the cold and ’warm’ resonance (15 mm).

Figures 8(c) and (d) present the modeled radiation temperature at their cold

resonance position from all profile ECE and ECE-I channels covering the edge,

respectively. Additionally, Fig. 8(c) also shows the absolutely calibrated ECE

measurements, which underlines the correct description of these measurements. In the

far scrape o↵ layer (SOL) (⇢pol > 1.05), the measurements deviate from the model.

These channels are so optically thin that wall reflections are becoming important.

Because of its additional complexity, wall reflections are not considered.

The well-known shine-through peak appears in both systems [49] and it is even

more pronounced in the ECE-I system due to their oblique LOS. Furthermore, T rad
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Figure 8. Discharge #30839 at 2.0 s, (a) D
!

from an 1D-ECE channel at the pedestal
top is shown. Cold and ’warm’ resonances are indicated by vertical dashed and dotted
lines, respectively. The modeled T

rad

is shown at the cold resonance position as blue
circle. (b) same as (a) for an ECE-I channel at similar position. (c) modeled (circle) and
measured (diamonds) T

rad

at the cold resonance position from all edge ECE channels.
(d) modeled T

rad

for the ECE-I channels. The used T
e

profile is plotted in all frames
as a reference.

values di↵er from T e not only in the optically thin region but also in the optically

thick area. This is more obvious for the ECE-I system and indicates why the classical

ECE approach [26] is also not applicable in the optically thick region. To avoid

misinterpretation of the ECE-I measurements, it is therefore required to perform the

forward modeling for all channels.

Especially, the implementation of the ray tracing is important to determine accurate

(R, z) values for the ’warm’ resonance position. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows

(R, z) of the ’warm’ and the cold resonances. Remarkably, the majority of the ECE-I

channels in this configuration probe the pedestal region. The channels in the optically

thick region measure electrons located in this region due to the Doppler shift, whereas

the SOL channels observe only the down-shifted radiation of the Maxwellian tail [26].

One should keep in mind that the Doppler shifted observation in the optically thick

region is a feature due to the oblique LOS, whereas the feature of the SOL channels

probing the pedestal region appear also for the case of perpendicular ECE views (see

Ref. [49]). Since the SOL channels also contain valuable information, we also include

them in our plasma response studies.

We use the ’warm’ resonance positions as measurement positions and assume that

they are constant during the rigid rotation. In principle, there are two possibilities which

can modify the measurement position during the rigid rotation: (i) a change in the total

magnetic field due the MP field could change the resonance position. The relative

magnetic perturbation of the vacuum field in front of the MP-coils is |�B|/|B| < 10�3

and around the midplane, it is even lower |�B|/|B| < 10�4. The resulting di↵erence
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Figure 9. #30839 at 2.0 s. Cold and ’warm’ resonance positions of all ECE-I channels.
Di↵erences in R and z between the cold and ’warm’ resonance are apparent.

in the resonant position using the latter case is �R < 0.2 mm at R ⇠ 2 m. Thus, we

assume that the resonance position is constant during the rigid rotations. (ii) Refraction

due to a 3D geometry can additionally deflect the LOS ray and vary the measurement

position. At the moment, the forward model of the ECE and the underlying ray tracing

are not capable to deal with 3D flux surfaces. This additional toroidal angle is expected

to be small, since �� < arctan(|�B|/|B|) = 0.006�. Even a relatively strong n = 2

flux surface displacement of 2 cm would result in an additional toroidal angle of only

�� ⇠ 1.1�. Therefore, we neglect additional e↵ects due to toroidal asymmetry on the

ray tracing, which is justified by our estimation.

The combination of the forward modeling and ray tracing allows us to determine

accurate (R, z) values of the ’warm’ resonance position for the ECE and ECE-I

diagnostics. These positions are used to calculate the straight field line angle and

are essential for its interpretation. Of course, this approach is only valid if the D
!

is not bimodal and has only one dominant peak. This is the case for the ECE and

in the majority of the ECE-I channels. Moreover, the forward modeling enables us

to compare T rad from the ECE measurements with calculated synthetic T rad using the

3D equilibrium from VMEC. The generation of the synthetic data from VMEC will be

elucidated in the following section.
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4. Synthetic data from ideal MHD equilibrium (VMEC)

To compare measurements with an ideal MHD equilibrium, we use the free boundary

version of VMEC [27]. VMEC uses a variational principle to determine the shape

of a set of nested flux surfaces [50]. In the free boundary version, the external MP

field enters the calculations by the boundary condition. The plasma energy (WMHD)

is then self-consistently minimized while the plasma boundary is varied to make the

total pressure 1
2µ0

B2 + p = 1
2µ0

B2
V

continuous at the plasma boundary. The normal

component of the vacuum field ~B
V

vanishes such as ~B
V

·~n
p

= 0 ( ~n
p

= normal vector at

the plasma boundary). The vacuum field ~B
V

is produced by all external conductors (e.g.

toroidal field coils, shaping and perturbations coils). The converged 3D equilibrium is

a nonlinear solution of the ideal MHD model. This implies that (a) nonlinear coupling

of toroidal modes is correctly represented and (b) the solution preserves inherently the

original topology with nested flux surfaces, i.e. magnetic islands cannot be described.

This latter property corresponds to perfect shielding of resonant field components. In

contrast to other formulations, the variational method ensures this intrinsically, without

the need to adjust surface currents at rational flux surfaces as done e.g. in perturbative

codes.

4.1. Modelling inputs

The axisymmetric equilibrium reconstruction CLISTE from discharge #30839 at t =

3.2 s serves as an input [51]. To reduce the influence of the MP-coils on the

reconstruction, we choose a time point, when the MP-coils located closely to the B⇥

probes had almost zero current. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where the color scaling

indicates the coil current at t = 3.2 s and the B⇥ probes are shown. The analyzed coil

configuration is even parity with n = 2 and for the present plasma configuration with

q95 = �5.4, the externally applied field is almost non-resonant. Fig. 10(a) illustrates the

poloidal mode spectrum of Br,res(n = �2). Since ASDEX Upgrade has negative q in this

case, only positive poloidal mode numbers are relevant for the negative toroidal mode

components. To account for the components with the same helicity of the spectrum

(n = +2), the illustrated n = �2 amplitudes are multiplied by a factor of 2. The

external field is almost non-resonant, especially at the edge, which is emphasized by

showing the poloidal mode spectrum of the q ⇠ �5.0 surface in Fig. 10(b). The resonant

component of this surface is indicated by a red bar.

The pressure p, toroidal current and the safety factor q profile (Fig. 11) in the

CLISTE equilibrium are restricted by kinetic profiles, a self-consistent bootstrap current

in the edge gradient region and prescribed minimum q above 1 to avoid an unstable

helical plasma core in VMEC, respectively. For the pressure constraints, the total

pressure was determined at t = 3.2 s using various diagnostics like LIB, CXRS, Thomson

scattering (TS), etc. The contribution from the fast particles is not taken into account,

but this is usually negligible in the pedestal [52]. Because of the consideration of kinetic
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Figure 10. Mode spectra of the vacuum field using CLISTE equilibrium of #30839
at 3.2 s, (a) ⇢

pol

versus poloidal mode spectrum of the vacuum field perturbation. The
pitch aligned components and the rational surfaces are shown as dashed line and white
circles, respectively. (b) poloidal mode spectrum of q ⇠ �5.0 (⇢

pol

⇠ 0.955) surface in
the pedestal region indicated as red circle in (a). The resonant component is illustrated
as red bar. The applied field is almost non-resonant.

data, the bootstrap current causes a flattening in the q profile in the pedestal, Fig. 11.

Since VMEC only deals with nested flux surfaces, the SOL is not considered and SOL

currents were excluded in the reconstruction of the input equilibrium. Moreover, the

flux surfaces were truncated at ⇢pol ⇠ 0.9999 to avoid the singularity of the X-point.

Figure 11. Total pressure p and the safety factor q are shown. Vertical lines indicate
the rational surface positions for n = 2.
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More details about the implementation of the VMEC code at ASDEX Upgrade is

described in Ref. [14].

4.2. Justification of using ideal MHD

Figure 12. Perpendicular electron velocity v?, Spitzer resistivity ⌘ and pitch aligned
radial component of the vacuum field perturbation B

r,res

are shown. Usually high v?,
low ⌘ and, for this case, low B

r,res

are observed in the pedestal.

Since VMEC is an ideal MHD code with nested flux surfaces, no resistive MHD

e↵ects are included and no magnetic island can appear. The appearance of magnetic

islands at the rational surfaces depends on the plasma resistivity ⌘ as well as on the

velocity of the plasma frame expressed by the perpendicular electron velocity v?,e

and

the field strength of the resonant component of the external field Br,res normal to the

unperturbed flux surface. The velocity of the plasma frame in the pedestal is relatively

high v?,e

(q = �5.5) ⇠ �60 km/s (Fig. 12) due to the dominant diamagnetic velocity [53].

Hence, it is expected that the, anyway small, pitch aligned components from the external

field are screened. The resistivity in the pedestal region is low due to the high T
e

. The

calculated Spitzer resistivity is shown in Figure 12. Because of the low pitch aligned

components, the high v
e,? and low ⌘, magnetic islands are unlikely in this case. In

order to further justify our use of ideal MHD, we employed MARS-F calculations once

with ideal MHD and twice with resistive MHD using Spitzer resistivity (⌘Spitzer). The

inputs for the MARS-F calculations are the same as for VMEC. The resulting magnetic

perturbation of the total field between ideal and (Spitzer) resistive MHD di↵er only by

maximal 0.01 mT in the poloidal mode spectra (not shown). In comparison to the values

from the vacuum field calculations (see Fig. 10), this di↵erence is very small. Moreover,

the displacement of the resistive MHD calculations also exhibits no phase flip. This also

underlines the use of ideal MHD
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4.3. The VMEC calculation

To have su�cient accuracy of the resulting equilibrium, we used 1000 flux surfaces,

17 toroidal mode numbers (n = �8, . . . , 8) and 25 poloidal mode numbers for one

period. Because of n = 2, only one toroidal half was calculated. The toroidal ripple

was not considered. One should also keep in mind that the n = 0 solution of the

converged equilibrium can slightly vary from the CLISTE equilibrium. This di↵erence

can be balanced by shifting the plasma vertically and/or radially a few millimeters

(3 � 4 mm). The properties of resulting 3D VMEC equilibrium are shown in Fig. 13.

The displacement ⇠n is almost pitch aligned and strongest at the edge (Fig. 13(a)). The

poloidal mode spectra can also be seen from a poloidal cut � = 0� (Fig. 13(b)). The

amplitude of the n = �2 displacement along the toroidal axis is shown in Fig. 13(c).

The VMEC calculations show a pronounced n = �2 amplitude around the midplane at

the LFS (Fig. 13(b)).

Figure 13. Corrugation from VMEC, (a) ⇢
pol

versus poloidal mode spectrum m of
n = �2 component of the corrugation ⇠

r

, (b) poloidal cut of the corrugation at a
toroidal angle of 0� and (c) amplitude of the n = �2 displacement along the toroidal
axis. An edge kink response in the LFS midplane is apparent.

The VMEC calculations also exhibit a small n = 4 component, which can solely be

attributed to the plasma response (not shown). The explanation is as follows: ASDEX

Upgrade has 8 saddle coils in each row. Hence, the n = 2 perturbation can be described
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as a rectangular function along the geometrical toroidal angle �
geo

. The Fourier series of

a rectangular function solely consists of odd harmonics (1, 3, 5, . . . ). Consequently, the

vacuum field solution of the n = 2 perturbation has exclusively toroidal mode numbers of

n = 2, 6, 10, . . . . Additionally, the n = 6 component is increased due to the the aliasing

e↵ect from the n = 2 perturbation using 8 saddle coils (naliasing = 8 � 2). However,

ASDEX Upgrade has no n = 4 component in the vacuum field spectra when applying

an n = 2 perturbation. In DIII-D, for example, this is not the case. It has 6 saddle

coils in each row, the aliasing e↵ect causes an n = 4 component [54]. The combination

of Ampere’s law ~j = ~r ⇥ ~B and the plasma equilibrium r~p = ~j ⇥ ~B introduces a

non-linear (⇠ B2) behavior due to the plasma response. This non-linearity can lead to

the appearance of additional toroidal mode numbers like n = 4, 8, 12, . . . . Therefore, a

measured n = 4 component would prove a plasma response, but according to VMEC

the maximum displacement of n = 4 amounts to ⇠
r

(n = 4) ⇠ 0.2 mm and is unlikely to

be measured within the measurement accuracy.

4.4. Calculation of synthetic data

The output of VMEC is a 3D equilibrium calculated for one time point. To compare the

toroidally localized measurements during a rigid rotation with this single 3D equilibrium,

we developed synthetic diagnostics for the VMEC equilibrium. The most important

steps to produce synthetic data are listed below:

(i) The currents of MP coils are used to map the timebase of the used diagnostic to

the geometrical toroidal angle �geo in VMEC or vice versa. It is mapped in such

way that the calculated �geo from the rotation corresponds to the toroidal position

of the diagnostic at the time of the VMEC calculation (t = 3.2 s). Each slice in

�geo can be correlated to a time point and vice-versa.

(ii) Because of small discrepancies between the input equilibrium and the axisymmetric

component of the VMEC solution, the entire VMEC output is shifted by R =

3 mm, z = 4.5 mm to align the surfaces at the LFS. This allows us to compare

vacuum field calculations using the input equilibrium with VMEC at the LFS.

(iii) The (R, z) positions of each channel are determined for each diagnostic and are

assumed to be independent of time or rather �geo. In the case of ECE diagnostics,

the ’warm’ resonance positions are used.

(iv) T
e

, T
i

and n
e

profiles before the MP phase are used to correlate the ⇢pol with T
e

,

T
i

and n
e

values assuming they are constant on the perturbed flux surface. Due to

a slight increase in core n
e

, the global T
e

slightly decreases. To account for this,

we add a time or rather �geo dependent scaling function. This function is a cubic

spline and time traces from core channels were used to parametrize it.

(v) (R
i

, z
i

) of each channel i and �geo are used to deduce the corresponding ⇢ipol(�geo)

values from the 3D VMEC equilibrium and therefore, also T
i

and n
e

values. To get

synthetic T rad values for ECE diagnostics, the electron cyclotron radiation transport
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is solved using the slices of the poloidal flux surface at the corresponding �geo of

the perturbed equilibrium. To solve radiation transport, T
e

, n
e

profiles as in step

(iv) are used and each slice in �geo is assumed to be axisymmetric.

(vi) The VMEC output has no SOL flux surfaces. To complete the synthetic profiles in

the SOL, the CLISTE equilibrium is used for flux surfaces for ⇢pol > 1.04. To allow

a smooth transition between the perturbed VMEC and the axisymmetric CLISTE

equilibrium, we simply use a 2D cubic spline to interpolate in-between.

All these steps allow us to compare quantitatively synthetic data from VMEC with

measurements from ECE-I, ECE, CXRS and LIB. Moreover, we distinguish between

the comparison of the amplitude and phase or rather poloidal mode structure of the

flux surface displacement. We deduce both by fitting the measured and synthetic data

to sine function with its harmonics.
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5. Amplitude comparison

Figure 14. (a) Four time trace of the synthetic T
e

(dashed), T
rad

(solid blue), and
the ECE diagnostic (solid red). Positions are indicated by arrows in (b). (b) Synthetic
T

e

(dashed), T
rad

(solid) and measured T
rad

profiles using the cold resonance position
at three time points. Time windows are indicated by dotted vertical lines in (a). The
shine through is marked. The synthetic and measured T

rad

profiles are in reasonable
good agreement.

In the following, we focus on the profile ECE system. Unlike the ECE-I, it has an

absolute calibration and moreover, its spatial resolution is higher. Both are beneficial for

the amplitude comparison, we will therefore concentrate on profile ECE system. But

like every ECE system, its interpretation at the plasma edge can be challenging due

to the transition from the optically thick to the optically thin plasmas (also discussed

in Ref. [23]). This is demonstrated in Fig. 14 by comparing ECE measurements with

synthetic T rad and T e profiles. Both, the time traces (Fig. 14(a)) and the corresponding

profiles (Fig. 14(b)) from the ECE and the synthetic T rad diagnostic match very well.

The displacement is clearly visible in the profiles. Moreover, the synthetic T rad profiles

correctly describe some features of the shine-through. First, the peak slightly decreases

due to the slight decrease in the global temperature. Second, the edge gradients are

smaller at the maximum displacement and therefore, the shine-through peak is less

pronounced. This is clearly seen in the measurements and also seen in the synthetic

data, but less distinct. This indicates that VMEC slightly underestimates the change

in the edge gradients. Moreover, the displacement seems also to be underestimated. As

mentioned previously, channels in the far SOL measure a higher radiation than expected

from the model. This is because the model does not take wall reflections into account,
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which are particularly important at very low optical depth.

Because of the lack of density information in the 3D equilibrium at the ECE

LOS, we are not able to determine T e from ECE measurements in the presence of

3D perturbations. Therefore, we choose to compare ECE with synthetic T rad profiles.

Since we are dealing with multichannel profile diagnostics, it is possible to compare the

displacement using either the entire profile information or it is also possible to use the

amplitude information from the individual channels. Both possibilities will be discussed

in the subsequent sections.

5.1. Using single channel information from ECE

This analysis is based on fitting each ECE channel using a sine function including its

harmonics to extract the amplitude information. The shine-through limits the usage of

T rad to investigate edge perturbations. Moreover, it can lead to a misinterpretation of the

amplitudes and phases from an n = 2 perturbation and can lead to a misapprehension

of an ’n = 4’ component. This is illustrated in Fig. 15, where the amplitude and the

phase of the synthetic T rad, T e and the ECE measurements are shown. Figure 15(a)

shows the relative amplitudes (�T rad/Trad) of n = 2 and n = 4. The n = 2 amplitude of

the synthetic T e (blue dashed) peaks around the LCFS and is rapidly decaying towards

the plasma core. The shine-through peak corrupts the simple analysis of phase and

amplitude using T rad from single channels. Especially the channels, which are located

in the shine-through well, are a↵ected. These channels view alternating the optically

thin and thick region throughout the rotation. As a result, they show a reduced n = 2,

an increased n = 4 amplitude and a distorted phase (channel around R ⇠ 2.15 m in

Figure 15). This is clearly seen in the ECE measurements and well captured by the

synthetic T rad data. This measured ’n = 4’ component is most likely an artifact from

the shine-through, because the n = 4 component, according to VMEC, amounts only to

about 1/30 of the n = 2 component. On the positive side, this ’n = 4’ amplitude and the

distorted phase can be used to exclude the corrupted channels without knowing its exact

measurement position. We use this simple recipe to exclude ECE-I channels viewing the

shine-through well. In the far SOL, discrepancies between measurements and synthetic

T rad are apparent. This is because these channels still observe some radiation due to

wall reflections.

The amplitude and its decay of ECE and synthetic T rad in the optically thick region

are in good agreement. The amplitude is mainly measurable at the edge. This is because

the perturbation is localized at the edge and the measurements of the displacement are

larger in the large gradient region. Hence, the measured amplitude is a convolution

between an edge perturbation and a localized T e gradient. This makes a quantitative

comparison using single channels di�cult. The correct interpretation depends highly on

the correct resonance positions of the ECE channels and on the correct local magnetic

field strength.

In contrast to the amplitude comparison, the phase information is less dependent
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Figure 15. (a) relative amplitude of the n = 2 (blue) and n = 4 (green) component
from the synthetic T

rad

(solid) and the ECE measurements (circle) are shown. The
n = 2 amplitude of synthetic T

e

is also illustrated. (b) phase of n = 2 from synthetic
T

rad

and the ECE measurements. The phases systematically deviate by around 16�

indicated by the dash-dotted line. The shine-through can distort significantly the
amplitude and phase analysis.

on the radial position. The edge perturbation has large wavelengths at the LFS and

the distortion penetrates straightly from the edge towards the core (see Fig. 13(b)).

Thus, the phase is not changing much along the ECE LOS within the optically thick

region. This is seen in the ECE measurements and the synthetic T rad (Figure 15(b)).

Moreover, the synthetic T rad also successfully describes the phase flip at the edge, which

is caused by the interplay between the displacement and the shine-through. Channels

viewing only the optically thin plasma also contain the phase information from the

pedestal. The ECE channels in the SOL showing a strong n = 2 component (arrow in

Fig. 15) observes a similar phase as the pedestal channels, because they measure the

down-shifted radiation of the electrons in the pedestal region. Slight di↵erences between

the channels can occur because they have di↵erent frequencies and therefore, slightly

di↵erent rays.

The phase between the ECE T rad and synthetic T rad shows a systematic o↵set

of �� ⇠ 16�. This o↵set can be explained by the PSL response, which acts like an

L/R low pass filter [32]. Although the MP field was rotated by only 0.5 Hz, the PSL

causes a measurable phase delay. This is also inline with newly employed finite elements

calculations of the MP coils and the PSL, which predict a phase delay in the midplane

of ��upper ⇠ 14.3� regarding the upper coil set and ��lower ⇠ 11.2� for the lower

one [30, 55]. The phase delay of the upper and lower coil set is di↵erent because of the

di↵erent geometry with respect to the PSL.
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5.2. Comparison using profile diagnostics

In the previous section, we used the amplitude information from single channels to

compare it with synthetic data. But it is also possible to use the information from

the entire edge profile. The displacement can be directly obtained from comparing two

profiles at the phase with the maximum and the minimum displacement. Moreover,

it also allows us to compare the displacement between the di↵erent profile diagnostics

even if the measured plasma parameters are not the same. Figure 16 shows ECE,

CXRS and LIB profiles at the time of maximum and minimum displacement. The

corresponding synthetic data are also plotted. Due to the di↵erent toroidal and poloidal

arrangement of the diagnostics, the times of the maximum and minimum vary for the

di↵erent diagnostics. The agreement between the synthetic and the measured profiles

are generally in good agreement. To get one quantity for the displacement, first, we

fit the profiles at the maximum displacement using a spline. Then, this spline is only

varied by a radial shift until the LSQ is minimized using the data at the minimum

displacement. This is more robust and also allows us to account for the shape of the

shine-through in the T rad profile. Because of the shine-through and dominating passive

lines, the ECE and the CXRS data from the SOL are not used for this procedure. The

uncertainties due to the change in the gradients are also reflected in the uncertainties

of the determined distortion. The same procedure was also applied to the synthetic

data. The displacements derived from this procedure are also given in Fig. 16. ECE

and CXRS deliver very similar displacements, but both exhibit slightly larger distortions

than expected from VMEC. In the case of LIB, this di↵erence between the measurements

and VMEC is more pronounced.

Figure 16. Profiles from (a) ECE (b) CXRS and (c) LIB. Measured (circles) and
synthetic (solid) profiles at the maximum (red) and minimum displacement (blue) of
each diagnostic. The analyzed time windows are 50 ms. The derived displacements
are given in the left bottom corner. ECE and CXRS observe the same displacement,
whereas the one measure by LIB is slightly larger.

Unlike ECE and CXRS, the LIB diagnostic has a decreasing sensitivity towards
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the plasma core. But it is an excellent diagnostic to determine changes of the

separatrix position. Assuming a constant separatrix density determined from Fig. 5)

during the rigid rotation, the separatrix position can be easily tracked along the LIB.

Figure 17 illustrates (i) the separatrix position determined from the LIB diagnostic

(n
e,sep

⇠ 1.3 · 1019 m�3), (ii) the outermost boundary of the VMEC equilibrium and

(iii) the boundary from vacuum field solution is indicated by the color scaling using

the connection length L
c

of the stable manifold (see Ref. [18]). Both, (ii) and (iii) are

calculated along the LIB LOS. The distortion of the VMEC solution exceeds the vacuum

calculations by a few millimeters due to the plasma amplification. The sinusoidal is well

seen in the measurements und agrees qualitatively. This comparison indicates a larger

displacement than predicted by VMEC and is also consistent with the measurements

shown in Fig. 17(c).

Figure 17. Circles are the estimated separatrix from LIB using a density of
1.3 · 1019 m�3. Solid line is the outermost flux surface from VMEC along the LIB
LOS and the color scaling indicates the connection length L

C

from the vacuum field
calculations. LIB data exceeds the VMEC and the vacuum field calculations. LIB
data is shifted radially inwards by 2 mm.

5.3. Discussion of amplitude comparison

A quantitative amplitude comparison using single ECE channels is challenging due to

the dependencies on the measurement positions and the shine-through. Small variations

in the position can have large influence on its interpretation. Despite these di�culties,

the decay of the distortion towards the plasma core agrees very well between the ECE

T rad and the synthetic T rad. Using the relative amplitude from single channels makes

it di�cult to compare di↵erent diagnostics measuring di↵erent plasma parameters. For

this purpose, it is more useful to determine the displacement by aligning the entire edge

profiles. This method is more stable and allows us to compare directly the displacement.

Therefore, we conclude that the amplitude information from single ECE channels should

be considered with caution, especially in the case of ECE-I due to the additional oblique

angles and the lower spatial resolution.

All edge profile diagnostics around the LFS midplane exhibit a modulation, which

exceeds slightly the calculations from VMEC and therefore the one from the vacuum field
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as well. In principle, the plasma position control could artificially amplify or mitigate

the distortion, which depends on the relative phase between the position of the B⇥

arrays and the used profile diagnostics (discussed in Ref. [22]). We can exclude this in

the midplane for two reasons. First, CXRS and 1D-ECE measure the same amplitude

at di↵erent toroidal phases (see time traces Fig. 4). Second, the CXRS system is in

the midplane on the opposite side of the B⇥ array (see Fig. 2). A feedback controlled

system solely based on measurements of one toroidal position would counteract the 3D

distortion [22] and, therefore, the modulation at the position of the CXRS system would

be compensated. Because of the fact that the displacement from edge CXRS exceeds the

one expected from VMEC as well, we assume that the plasma position control system

does not artificially amplify the measured modulation in the midplane. The position

control system of ASDEX Upgrade also uses toroidal flux loops for the feedback control

system, which seem to mitigate the e↵ect of the MP-field on the control system in

comparison to other devices like MAST [22]. However, small changes in the shape

due to the control system can certainly not be excluded, which could explain that LIB

measures a larger displacement than CXRS and ECE.

VMEC seems to slightly underestimate the displacement in the midplane. A

quantitive comparison of MARS-F employing the resistive as well as the ideal MHD

model with VMEC using the identical inputs show very similar displacement values.

This points towards the assumption that the used input parameters rather than the

underlying MHD model are the cause for this underestimation. As already mentioned

in section 4.3, the used pressure profile was determined by aligning various diagnostics

at one time point during the MP-phase. The resulting total pressure has experimental

uncertainties because the various used diagnostics are toroidally separated. As shown in

Fig. 5, the gradients can vary depending on the toroidal phase. Since the amplitude of

the displacement is very sensitive to the pressure gradient, a lower pressure gradient can

lead to a smaller displacement. For further details on the sensitivity of the displacement

on the pressure profile and hence, the plasma beta, we refer to the sensitivity study in

Ref. [14].

Unlike the amplitude comparison, the profile ECE indicates that the phase

measurements are more robust. This is because of its small dependence on its radial

position in the midplane.
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6. Poloidal mode structure comparison

The amplitude comparison indicates a beta amplified kink response since the VMEC

and measured modulation amplitude exceeds the one from the vacuum field calculations.

According to plasma response calculations, the amplified magnetic perturbation shows

a dominant non-resonant component (|m| > |nq|) in the magnetic structure. To

investigate if this non-resonant behavior is also seen in the ECE-I system, we make

use of its poloidal resolution and compare measured data to VMEC calculations.

6.1. ECE-I vis-a-vis VMEC

Figure 18 shows the comparison between the measured (diamonds) and the synthetic

ECE-I (circles) data. To avoid corruption from the shine-through well, channels are

discarded which measure a significant ’n = 4’ (�T rad/T rad(n = 4) > 0.05) component.

We only use channels with a significant n = 2 component (�T rad/T rad(n = 2) > 0.085).

The few channels, which have their cold resonance position in the optically thin region

and fulfill the conditions, are also considered (green diamonds). Because of these

conditions we only consider channels, which view either the optically thick or thin

region throughout the entire rigid rotation.

All selected channels from ECE-I and their corresponding synthetic channels are

fitted using the LSQ fit of a sine function considering higher harmonics. The ⇢
pol

values

of the used channels ranges from 0.95 to 0.981 and their mean value is 0.968, which

is the q ⇠ 5.35 surface. To illustrate the comparison of the poloidal mode structure

between the measurements and the synthetic data, we plot the straight field line angles

of the channels using the q ⇠ 5.35 surface versus the phase determined from the sine

fits in Figure 18. We use the ’warm’ resonance position to calculate the straight field

line angles for channels with the cold resonance position in the optically thick (blue

diamonds) and thin (green diamonds) regions. The measured and the synthetic data

agree very well. Using only the q ⇠ 5.35 surface to determine the poloidal mode number,

one gets m
ECE�I

⇠ 9.83 ± 0.98 for ECE-I and m
synth

⇠ 10.72 ± 0.63 for the synthetic

data. Furthermore, using only the ECE-I channels in the optically thick does not

change strongly the result. One should also keep in mind that the q-profile contains

also uncertainties, since the initial equilibrium calculation is constrained by measured

kinetic profiles.

Nevertheless, the synthetic and the measured data point towards an almost resonant

response m
pitch

⇠ 10.7. In fact, the m
ECEI

tends to be even lower than the pitch aligned

mode number. This is in contradiction to the non-resonant response with |m| > |nq|
expected from the magnetic structure. This discrepancy originates from a di↵erence

in the poloidal mode number between the magnetic perturbation and the flux surface

displacement, which will be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 18. Straight field line angle of the q = 5.35 flux surface versus the derived phase
di↵erence using �� = � � < � >. ECEI data from optically thick (blue diamonds)
and thin (green diamonds) plasma regions are in good agreement with synthetic data
from VMEC (red circles).

6.2. Corrugation versus magnetic perturbation

To compare the flux surface displacement with the magnetic perturbation, we used a

modified version of the MFBE code [56] (described in [57]) to calculate the magnetic

perturbation. In the following, we compare the mode spectra of the magnetic

perturbation and the corrugation from VMEC and from MARS-F using ideal MHD.

The poloidal mode structure is determined by calculating an axisymmetric straight

field line coordinate system using the equilibria from MARS-F and VMEC. Since these

straight field line coordinate systems can deviate, we compare the poloidal mode spectra

of the vacuum field perturbation using them. Figures 19(a) and 19(d) show the vacuum

field perturbation using the coordinate system from VMEC and MARS-F, respectively.

The spectra from the vacuum field calculations agree very well and are also consistent

to the calculations shown in Fig. 10, where the CLISTE equilibrium was used. Note,

only the n = �2, m > 0 components are displayed. As previously, to account for the

identical n = 2 and m < 0 components, the mode spectra are simply multiplied by a

factor of 2.

The total field from VMEC as well as from MARS-F show a beta amplified

kink response, which is situated at |m| > |nq|. This has been reported previously

[15, 17, 58, 54] and has also been experimentally verified using probe measurements

[17, 59]. The lowest values of the total field are around the resonant surfaces,

which is expected from ideal MHD. On the contrary, the mode spectra of the flux

surface displacement does not indicate such pronounced non-resonant components. The

structures are almost pitch aligned and exactly resonant around the pedestal top [60].

The poloidal mode structure of the corrugation from MARS-F and VMEC are also

in good agreement with the ECEI measurements (diamond) within their uncertainties.

The amplitudes of the corrugation from both codes agree quantitatively, whereas the
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Figure 19. The n = �2 poloidal mode spectrum of (a) vacuum field, (b) total field, (c)
the corrugation from VMEC and (d) vacuum field, (e) total field, (f) the corrugation
from MARS-F. Note, there is no di↵erence in the color scaling between VMEC and
MARS-F, but it di↵ers for the two parameters. The di↵erence in the poloidal mode
spectrum between total field and corrugation is apparent in both codes.

magnetic perturbations agree qualitatively and some di↵erences in absolute values are

apparent. Deviations from exactly zero resonant components at rational surfaces due

to ideal MHD can arise from numerical limitations and/or from the treatment of sheet

currents on rational surfaces [61]. Detailed quantitative comparisons between MARS-F

and VMEC are beyond the scope of this paper.

6.3. Discussion of poloidal mode structure

While the calculated magnetic structure is non-resonant, the measured corrugation using

ECE-I shows an almost resonant response. These observations are confirmed by VMEC

and MARS-F calculations. This is a seeming contradiction, since the total field is the

important parameter, which determines the displacement. Hence, one would expect

that they have the same mode structure. In the following, we will briefly show that this

di↵erence can already be explained by simple ideal MHD calculations.

In linear MHD, the linearized magnetic perturbation ~B = ~B0 + ~B1 is related with

the surface displacement ~⇠ via [62]:

~B1 = ~r⇥ (~⇠ ⇥ ~B0). (2)

Assuming a cylindrical plasma (r,⇥, z), the displacement ⇠
r

and magnetic field
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perturbation B
r

normal to the axisymmetric flux surface relate:

B
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r
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�
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@z
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where B⇥ and B
�

are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic component, respectively. Using

a periodic distortion ⇠r = ⇠a ei(m⇥� n
R z) and the resonant condition q = m

n

= r

R

B�

B⇥
, one

gets the following relation at rational surfaces:
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/ B
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Consequently, ⇠
r

maximizes at rational surfaces in cylindrical plasmas [63]. In the case

of an elongated toroidal plasma, the Jacobian J of the transformation from the torus

coordinate system to the cylindrical system adds to the relation in Equ. 4 and hence,

the left hand side is replaced by JB
r

. Since J also causes additional coupling between

the di↵erent harmonics �m = 0, 1, 2, the product JB
r

is a convolution of J and B
r

over all poloidal harmonics. Thus, the relation between B
r

and ⇠
r

is not a relation

between individual harmonics anymore. Nevertheless, the 1
m�nq

dependence in Equ. 4

is the underlying reason for ⇠
r

to be primarily resonant (Fig. 19(c,f)).

In summary, linear perturbative ideal MHD gives a reasonable explanation for

the di↵erences in the mode structure between the surface displacement and magnetic

perturbation. Initially, one idea of measuring the poloidal mode number was to

distinguish resonant resistive MHD response from non-resonant ideal MHD response.

Since this non-resonant ideal MHD response is practically resonant in the displacement,

this method is not suitable to disentangle resistive from ideal MHD response.

7. Conclusions

The combination of a rigid rotating MP-field and toroidally localized diagnostics provide

a useful tool to measure the plasma surface distortion. This analysis relies on stable

plasma conditions during the rigid rotation and on a high resolution of the used

diagnostics. Especially, ECE diagnostics deliver informations about the plasma response

within the confined region, whereas measurements around the separatrix are di�cult to

interpret. Additional oblique angles of the LOS complicate the interpretation of the

ECE measurements. It was therefore necessary to combine ray tracing with forward

modeling of the radiation transport. The calculation of ’warm’ resonance positions

(calculated maximum of the observed intensity distribution) is useful to estimate the real

measurement position. The ideal MHD equilibrium code VMEC was used to model the

3D plasma surface displacement and synthetic diagnostics were developed to compare

the measurements with VMEC.

A quantitative comparison of the displacement amplitude appears to be challenging.

One can either use the single channel information and/or the entire profile information

for the comparison. The first one is easier to realize, but implies the di�culty of the

large sensitivity on the measurement position and of the incomparability between the
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di↵erent diagnostics. Hence, we conclude that the use of the entire profile appears to

be more robust.

The comparisons of the displacement between synthetic and measured data are

in reasonable agreement. The modeling underestimates only slightly the amplitude

of the distortion. Since MARS-F and VMEC exhibit very similar displacements, one

plausible explanations for this minor underestimation could also be the uncertainties in

the input parameters, like the pressure profile or the shape of the input equilibrium [64].

One should also keep in mind the role of the plasma position control during the rigid

rotation. In the case of ASDEX Upgrade, the e↵ect of the control system seems to

be relatively small in the midplane due to the implementation of toroidal flux loops in

the used reconstruction. In conclusion, not only the measurements of the amplitude

require a careful treatment, but also input parameters for the modeling in the presence

of non-axisymmetric MPs.

The usage of ECE-I shed some light onto the poloidal mode structure of the plasma

response within the pedestal. Di↵erences in the mode structure between the magnetic

and the flux surface perturbation are apparent in plasma response calculations using

MARS-F and VMEC.Whereas the poloidal mode structure of the magnetic perturbation

is non-resonant, the corrugation expected from ideal MHD is almost resonant [63].

Hence, it is not possible to use the poloidal mode number from the displacement to

disentangle ideal from resistive MHD response (resistive is always resonant).

MARS-F calculations of a di↵erential phase scan [20] indicate that a variation in

di↵erential phase angle ��ul excites the modes with the same poloidal mode numbers.

Either the low-n peeling at the X-point or/and the core kink mode LFS midplane are

excited. Hence, the poloidal mode structure of the magnetic structure (|m| > |nq|)
and the flux surface displacement remains and only the amplitude of the exited modes

varies with ��ul. This should result in a di↵erent behavior of the displacement around

X-point and midplane. Furthermore, the pressure profile and its gradients are crucial

inputs for the resulting amplitude of the displacement. Therefore, the impact of the

pressure profile and the di↵erential phase angle ��ul on the displacement amplitude,

although experimentally challenging, will be subject of future investigations.
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